ISee's RatioTool Main Menu

File
•Open Preferences
•Save Preferences
•Reset Default Preferences
•Exit

Edit
•Keyboard Binding…

File Menu
•Open Preferences - allows the user to open previously saved preferences
•Save Preferences - allows the user to save current system settings
•Reset Default Preferences - resets current system settings to default user setting
•Exit - closes the RatioTool program
Edit Menu
•Keyboard Binding…. - allows the user to bind ratio functions for keyboard function keys
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ISee's Keyboard Binding Menu

File
•Open
•Save
•Save As..
•Close

Edit
•New Binding Actions

File Menu
•Open - opens previously save key binding menus
•Save - saves current key binding menu under existing file name
•Save As.. - save current key binding menu under user specified name
•Close - closes key binding menu
Edit Menu
•New Binding Actions - allows the user to create new key binding actions
1. Place the mouse pointer over the function
2. Depress the left mouse button
3. The new function will appear in the window
4. Press the desired function key on the keyboard
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ISee's RatioTool Acquire Menu

File
•Close

Props
•Average
•Camera Delay
•Counter
•Interval
•Sample Sequence
•Sequence File
•Comments

Video
•Live
•Control

Default
•Header

Stage
•StageTool

File Menu
•Allows the user to close the Acquire Setup Screen
Props Menu
•Allows the user to turn on or off the functions provide under the menu
Video Menu
•Allows the user to setup and control the video cameras
Default Menu
•Allows the user to input information into the image header
Stage Menu
•Allows the user to setup and control an XY motorized stage
•Not present if a motorized XY stage is not attached to the system
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ISee's RatioTool Acquire Menu

X Preview: Off Ref Num Den Function
a. Allows the user to view either the Reference Image, the Numerator Image, or the Denominator Image
prior to starting the acquisition sequence.
Y Sample Count Function
a. Allows the user to input the number of ratio image pairs to be acquired.
Z Interval Function
a. Allows the user to set the time interval between acquiring ratio pairs
[ Sequence: Function
a. Allows the user to select the sequence in which the images will be acquired.
b. Selections include:
Num, Den, Ratio, Num, Den …………
Den, Num, Ratio, Den, Num …………
Num, Den, Ratio, Den, Num …………
Num, Ratio, Den, Ratio ………………
Num, Ratio, Num, Ratio …………….
Den, Ratio, Den, Ratio ………………
Num, Den, Ratio, Reference ……….
Num, Ratio, Reference ……………
Den, Ratio, Reference …………….
Reference Only ……………
Delta Num, Ratio ………….
Delta Den, Ratio ………….
Delta Num, Ratio , Reference ………
Delta Den, Ratio, Reference……….

\ Timelapse Program Function
a. Allows the user to input his own time lapse or sequencing program
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ISee's RatioTool Acquire Menu

] Acquire: Background Reference Function
a. Allows the user to acquire a background pair of images prior to starting the acquisition sequence
b. Allows the user to acquire a reference image
^ Sample Ratio Start Sequence Functions
a. Sample Ratio - Allows the user to acquire a sample ratio pair prior to starting the acquisition sequence
b. Start Sequence - starts the acquisition sequence
_ Comments: Function
a. Allows the user to input comments that will be stored in the Journal file.
` Exposed:
Reset Functions
a. Exposed: function displays
b. Reset function is used to reset the exposure time
a Elapsed(sec)
Reset Run Function
a. Elapsed(sec) function displays the total elapse time of the experiment
b. Reset function resets the elapse time to 0
c. Run function starts and stops the elapse time clock.
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ISee's RatioTool Analysis Menu

The RatioTool Analysis Menu allows the user to setup regions of interest from which the ratiometric data will be
derived from. From this Analysis's Property Screen, the user can create ROIs, display the Ratio Plot and/or the
Intensity vs Time plot, and setup / view the Journal Screen where the numerical ratiometric data will be input and
saved.
File
•Open Analysis Region
•Save As…
•Close

Edit
•Clear All Regions
•Reset Journal Index

View
•Journal
•Ratio Plot
•Intensity Plot
•All Selected Areas
•Display Region Data

Props
•Thresholding

File Menu
•Open Analysis Region - allows the user to open a previously stored analysis region
•Save As… - allows the user to save an analysis region
•Close - closes the Analysis Menu
Edit Menu
•Clear All Regions - clears all the regions of interest from the Display Screen
•Reset Journal Index - resets the journal index to 1
View Menu
•Journal - displays the journal text screen
•Ratio Plot - displays the ratio plot
•Intensity Plot - displays the intensity plot
•All Selected Areas
•Display Region Data - displays the ROI size data on the Analysis Properties Screen
Props Menu
•Thresholding - turns auto-thresholding On or Off
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ISee's RatioTool Analysis Menu

X Region: Function
a. Allows the user to select an existing ROI for modification.
Y Region of Interest Draw Tool
a. Allows the user to draw regions of interest on the Display Screen

Cursor Function - allows the user to move the ROI once it has been created.
Box Function - allows the user to create a box shaped ROI
Circle Function - allows the user to create a circle shaped ROI
Free Hand Function - allows the user to free hand draw an ROI
Point Function - draws a point ROI
Z Region Data Functions
a. Displays the size and shape of the currently select region of interest
b. Allows the user to change the shape size and position
[ Data: Function
a. Default is set to Ratio /Concn
b. Allows the user to select specific data other than the ratio to be displayed in the plot screen and sent to the
journal.
c. Data parameters available include:
1. Off
2. Num
3. Den
4. Num-Bkg
5. Den-Bkg
6. Ratio/Conc
7. Ref
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ISee's RatioTool Analysis Menu

\ Ratio Plot Function
a. When checked √ the ratiometric data is plotted in real time to the Ratio Plot Screen

] Intensity Plot Function
a. When checked √ the Intensity data is plotted to the Intensity vs Time Plot

^ Journal Function
a. When checked √ the ratiometric data is sent to the Text Journal as it is calculated.
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ISee's RatioTool Process Menu

The RatioTool Process Menu allows the user to setup calibration data, determine how the image pairs are to be
processed, determine how the ratiometric data will be scaled, and determine the threshold range of the displayed
ratiometric image.
File
•Open Calibration Data
•Save As…
•Close

Edit
•Calibration Data
•Reset Data
•Recompute

View
•Calibration Data

File Menu
•Open Calibration Data - opens a previously stored calibration file
•Save As… - saves calibration data under a user defined file name
•Close - closes the Calibration Menu
Edit Menu
•Calibration Data - allows the user to edit the calibration data from a text editor

•Reset Data - resets the displayed data to its default values
•Recompute - re-computes the ratiometric data based upon the new input values
View
•Calibration Data - allows the user to view the calibration curve in graphical plot format
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ISee's RatioTool Process Menu

1. Processing Function
a. Allows the user to determine whether the raw data will be processed as ratiometric values or
concentration values.
b. Parameter available include:
1. Ratio Only
2. Concentration
3. Disable Processing
2. Scale Results Function
a. Determines whether the results will be scaled:
1. Linear
2. Logarithmic
3. Threshold:
a.
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ISee's RatioTool Archive Menu

File
•Create directory with today's date
•Create subdirectory
•Close

Edit
•Reset Region

Save
•Save Background Images
•Save Current Images

File Menu
•Create directory with today's date - creates a directory using today' date
•Create subdirectory - allows the user to create a sub-directory
•Close - closes the Archive Menu
Edit Menu
•Reset Region
Save Menu
•Save Background Images - Saves the background pair of images
•Save Current Images - Save the current images

X Directory Function - displays the current directory that the images will be stored in
Y File Name: Functions - allows the user to input the file name that the images will be stored under.
Z Save to Disk: Raw: Ratio: Ref: Function
a. Raw: - when checked √ the raw images will be saved as they are acquired.
b. Ratio: - when checked √ the ratio image will be saved as it is displayed
c. Ref: - when checked √the reference images will be saved as they are acquired.
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ISee's RatioTool Review Menu

Allows the user to review previously stored ratio imaging sequences.
File
•Open Images
•Close

View
•Movie

File Menu
•Open Images - allows the user to select the ratio image sequence to review
•Close - closes the Review Menu
View Menu
•Movie - allows the user to review the image sequence as a movie.
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ISee's RatioTool Review Menu

X Directory: Function
a. Display the directory where the images pair, to be reviewed, reside
b. User can change the directory by manual input
Y Next Image Function
a. Displays the next image in the sequence to be reviewed.
b. User interactive
Z Image Sequence Bar
a. Step - advances the ratio sequence by 2 ratio pairs
b. Sequence - Starts the sequence of image pairs
c. Stop - stops the sequencing of the image pairs
d. Reset - resets the Next Image function to the first image in the sequence
e. << - goes back 1 frame displaying the numerator and denominator images
f. >> - advanced the image sequence by 1 frame displays the numerator and denominator images
[ Process: Function
a. Allows the user to determine the which image will be reviewed
b. Parameters available include:
1. All Images
2. Numerator Only
3. Denominator Only
4. Reference Only
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ISee's RatioTool Display Window

The RatioTool Display Window displays, in real time, the images as they are acquired. The user can select how the
images are displays or which image in the pair will be displayed.
Image Data:
1. Num - displays the numerator images only
2. Den - displays the denominator images only
3. NumBkg - displays the numerator background image
4. DenBkg - displays the denominator background image
5. Ratio - display the image pair as a ratio in black and white
6. Color - displays the image ratio in pseudo-color
7. Ref - displays the reference images only
8. Off - turns off the display
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ISee's RatioTool Display Pull Down Menu
The Display Window Pull Down Menu is available from the Display Window by placing the cursor in the window
and press the right mouse key.
By pressing and holding the right mouse key down the following menu will appear.

1. Draw Function
a. Allows the user to draw ROIs in the Display Window
b. Choices include:
1. Select - displays the cursor that allows the user to select individual ROIs and move then around
the window.
2. Box allows the user to draw a box shaped ROI
3. Circle - allows the user to draw a circle shaped ROI
4. Polygon - allows the user to free hand draw an ROI
5. Point - allows the user to insert a point ROI
2. RGB LUT Function
a. Displays the ISee Look Up Tables (LUT)
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ISee's RatioTool Display Pull Down Menu
3. Zoom Function
a. Allows the user to zoom the image in the Display Window Up and Down.
b. The zoom also allows the user to interactive move around the display screen.

4. Contrast Function
a. The Contrast Menu allows the user to inactively change the display contrast on the image in the Display
Window.

5. Plots Function
a. Allows the user to display the Ratio Plot or the Intensity vs Time Plot
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ISee's RatioTool Display Pull Down Menu
6. Journal Function
a. Allows the user to display the Journal Text screen

7. Refresh Function
a. Refreshes the image in the Display Window
8. Print Function
a. Displays the Print Menu Screen

9. Select Function
a. Allow the user to select ROI that are in the image in the Display Window
b. Choices include:
1. All - selects all the ROIs
2. None - select none of the ROI
3. UnSelect - unselects ROI previously selected.
10. Clear Function
a. Clears all the ROIs from the image in the Display Window.
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